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Club baseball coach Threatened by change, International
candidate rejected District strives to preserve tradition
Hiring procedure ignored
Sean Towey
Sports Editor
Justin Najar
Staff Writer
The Seattle University baseball
club team has been striking out lately. They lost their three best pitchers from last year, dropped thefirst
three games of their season against
Big Bend Community College and
the coach they spent five months
looking for has not been hired by
the administration in the midst of
confusion, miscommunication and

scandalous allegations.
Richard Reichle, the only remaining candidate for the coaching position from the original field
of eight, drove from his home in
southern California and has been
living in Seattle after being offered
the position by senior club president and ASSU president Aaron
Yoon and junior teammate Paul
Massart. Though he started coaching practices on Feb. 19, he was
never officially hired by Seattle
University to coach the club team,
despite signing a contract and receiving a check for $700.
Reichle claims that one of the

reasons he was not hired was because of accusations that he was
claiming to be the coach for the
Division I baseball team.
As part of Seattle University's
move to Division I athletics, there
will soon be a Division I baseball
team. However, the varsity D-I
team will be entirely separate and
independent from the club team.
Whereas the club team is under
the authority of the Department
of Recreational Sports, the varsity team will be a part of Seattle
University Athletics.
"I am implying discrimination
and defamationof character due to
a rush of judgment and a major lack
of communication," said Reichle.
"There's a couple ofcoaches around
the athletic department that falsely
accused me that I was claiming to
be the D-I coach. That is a lie from
the pit ofhell."
Also, Reichle said that accusations ofsexual harassment from two
women also had

a

Wand in the termi-

nation of his

hiring process. While
in the facilities building on 12th
Avenue and Cherry Street, Reichle
claims that he met the
two women and made
friendly conversation.
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Emily Holt

Senior Staff Writer
While the now dust-covered jars
and measuring scales in Yick Fung
Co., general store in the International
District, stand as a sign ofone man's
retirement, they also represent the
way that storeowners in the district
struggle to preserve tradition in a
changing community.
Jimmy Mar, the 94-year-old
owner, closed his family's store last
week in order to retire. Many other
stores are leaving the district as a
response to rising rent prices and
urban development.
"It's hard to do business when
rent prices go up," said Chong
Hgo ofHarbor City BBQ House
Restaurant, who sat among empty

tables on a Friday afternoon.
According to Marie Wong, associate professor of urban planning
and Asian studies, closing stores are
a reflection of the nature of development in the city.
"Like everywhere else in the city,
rents continue to escalate, and if
[owners] can't afford to pay the rent
for the commercial areas, you are
going to lose them," said Wong.
She has lived in Seattle for 21
years and has been studying the
International District for the past
11. Studying the ID is a natural
inclination for Wong, given her
Chinese-American roots
and the areas historical
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Michael Fehrenbach

Development and rising rent prices have forced small stores to leave
the International District. Interim is one group undertaking several
projects in an effort to preserve the area's cultural traditions.
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City's oldest comedy
club offers new laughs Graduate, law students evicted
draw.

Residents ofthe Rutilio Grande

building ofthe Murphy apartment
complex received notification on
Feb. 13 that housing would no
longer be offered to graduate or
law students after the 2008 spring
quarter. As a result of this decision,
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Jessica ishmaet

Every week, the Seattle Comedy Underground offers
live, professional comedians and a welcoming environment for aspiring performers to practice their craft.

R

graduate and law students will now
be unable to renew their leases for
summer or the next school year and
must seek new housing.
This information came in the
form of a letter signed by Romando
Nash, director of Housing and
Residence Life. The letter cited a
need for additional housing for the
growing undergraduate class and
made reference to last year s decision
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demand."
This problem has "required [the
university] to look at how [they]
allocate current resident space."
The letter states that the university
then made the decision to evict all
graduate and law students from oncampus housing.
"Thank you for being a resident
student at Seattle University. We
wish you the best in your transition to new housing," concluded
the letter.

This decision left many of the
affected residents —about 60 students in all—feeling frustrated and

ignored.
"I was upset that I was not
involved in the decision-making
process," said Ed Roberts, graduate student in the Albers School
of Business and current Rutilio
Grande resident.
Roberts was planning on studying abroad, but the problem offinding new housing has forced him to
reconsider his plans.
"My options have been taken
away from me and I don't appreciate that," he said.
Other residents, while upset
about the decision, say

they understand the
university's position.
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Drinking on a Jesuit campus
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the BessieBurton nursing facility into Chardin Hall.
The opening of Chardin Hall
this year provided an additional 148
rooms for undergraduates, but the
letter states that "even with this additional resident space we were not
able to meet undergraduate student
to transform

Sara Bemert
Staff Writer
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Increased enrollment drives graduates out of Murphy
essentially told that the needs
of the undergraduates outweigh
those of the graduate students,"

were

JessicaIshmael

The Spectator

Graduate students in the Murphy Apartments must find off-campus housing by the end of the year.

D"lt's

upsetting, but I
understand the process," said Kris Wheeler,
graduate student in the sports administration program. "At the same
time, it would have been nice to
have been able to stay until we were
done with our programs."
Wheeler moved into the Murphy
complex only two months ago, at
the beginning of winter quarter,
and now has to search for a new
apartment. Originally from Kansas,

Wheeler said he was happy to be
able to live on campus.
"You don't have to know anyone
to live [in the Murphys]he said.
"It's a really good environment.
I wanted to be able to connect
and network with other students
on campus, and soon I won't be
able to."
Brittany Kreimendahl chose to
live in the Ruitilo Grande building for similar reasons and now

feels abandoned.

"This was kind of short notice," she said. "It seems like they
are ignoring the fact that we need
housing too."
The Graduate Student Council,
which exists to serve as an advocate for graduate students, was also
alarmed when they heard about
the decision. Several members of
the council were contacted by concerned peers.
"We spoke with the director of
Housing and Residence Life and

said Roxanne Tarn, chair of the
Graduate Student Council.
The reason for this, Tarn explained, is the school feels that because undergraduates are younger,
they have less life experience and
may find it more difficult to live
off campus. Tarn said the Graduate
Student Council suggested some
alternatives, such as "grandfathering out" current residents as they
graduated or doubling and tripling
up in rooms.
"Once we were told that this
would happen no matter what, we
changed our tactics," she said. "We
now encourage the administration
to truly consider graduate housing
needs in future decisions."
Along with the Graduate Student
Council, individual students have
also expressed their concerns with
administrators. The university argued they had few other options.
"Please know that this was a
very tough decision and one that
did not come lightly," said Rob
Kelly, vice president of Student

years instead of transferring to
other schools.
"More and more students are
requesting to live on campus [and
so] we are forced to provide housing
to our undergraduate students," he
said. "I have asked that the Res Life
office look at each graduate students
situation on its own [...] and provide
one-on-one assistance to any student
who needs help in finding off-campus

housing options."

It seems like they are

ignoring the fact that

we need housing too.
Brittany Kreimendahl
GraduateStudent

Several students reported that
they have already worked with Tim

Development.
Kelly explained that the increase
in undergraduates is not only due

Albert, assistant director for Housing
and Residence Life. Albert was
identified in the letter as the "point
person" to providing assistance in
the transition.
[Albert] is being really reasonable and flexible with people who
have special issues," said Wheeler.

to larger class sizes, but also a larger
retention rate—more students are

Sara can be reached at

staying

at

Seattle U for all four

"

bernerts@seattleu.edu

German program, 45 classes to be cut next year
Joshua Lynch
Online Editor

constraints, 45

other classes offered
by the college will be cut as well
for next year, and 25 classes have
With just one adjunct profesalready been cut for winter and
sor, working out of half an office, spring quarter this year. The college
it's one of the smallest programs doesn't have funding for six profesat Seattle University.
sor positions next year and some
In fact, the German programs adjunct faculty contracts may not
single language professor, Cordula be renewed, according to Loh.
Brown, teaches just one German
But Loh is optimistic about
language class with 21 students the cuts, which sources told The
enrolled. While it's a 100-level Spectator in January could have
course, Brown has several addone away with as many as 110
vanced students in the class who classes. Classes will be consolidated
have successfully completed the as long as class sizes don't exceed
100-level classes already.
32 or 25 students, depending on
But, due to a "belt-tightenthe type of class, said Loh. And
ing" in the College of Arts and just because some classes won't be
Sciences, the 200-level courses
offered next year, he said, doesn't
these students need to continue mean they won't be offered again
their minor program have been in the future.
"I'm pretty confident," Loh said,
cancelled for the 2007-08 school
these
students
tak"that
are
year. Now
cutting 45 classes won't cause
"refresher,"
polishing up on significant hardship to students."
ing a
their grammar and vocabulary
But Brown and her students aswhile waiting for the good news serted that cutting German classes
that the 200-level classes will re- will leave students who planned
to complete the German program
sume next year, which would allow them to complete the German hanging, and Brown said she's been
minor or the German area
told to look for another job.
studies major.
"If they cancel the German
But that good news isn't program," said Alex Podany, a
freshman international business
coming.
According to Wallace Loh, major who wanted to minor in
dean of the College of Arts and German, "I feel like I'll have to
Sciences, the classes—and the change schools."
German language minor and
Loh said students can arrange
German Studies major—will to continue with 200-level German
remain canceled. Due to budget at the University of Washington,

and 100-level German will still
be taught as an option for students to complete their core
language requirements.
Students pointed out that they'll
have to pay tuition at UW for the
classes—a cost their Seattle U
scholarships won't cover.

If they cancel the
German program,

I feel like I'll have to

change schools.
Alex Podany

Freshman
Enrollment in the German minor and its 200-level classes was just
low to sustain a program, Loh
said. College of Arts and Sciences
policy requires classes to have at
least eight students enrolled in
order to pay for the professor and
provide scarce classroom space.
"German is a program that,
ever since I arrived nine years ago,
has had a declining enrollment,"
said Loh. "And it's not just at SU
that German is declining. It's a
national trend."
Brown acknowledged that
German is on the decline at universities around the nation, but argued
too

that enrollment was actually on the
upswing, with 14 people considering taking 200-level German classes. Brown said she thinks there's
enough interest to continue the
program at Seattle U.
"German is really kicking in
Xavier this year," she said, despite
the fact that the German floor in
Xavier is being renamed as the
"Global Affairs Community"
this year.
The German Club has nearly
40 people coming to many of its
events, and a German conversation
group draws around 10 people every Thursday, according to Rene
Wagner, German Club president.
Students said that German is
an important language to learn because of Germany's power and role
in the world economy. According
to the CIA, Germany has the fifth
largest economy in the world and is
a dominant power in Europe.
"Germany is so important," said
Tess Mclean-Cannon, sophomore
international studies and German
studies major. "If we didn't speak
English, we'd be speaking German
right now."
Wagner, a junior computer science major from Germany, said he
thinks people who were interested
in the German minor didn't enroll
because they heard the 200-level
was going to be cut. And, like many
students, Wagner looks at the university's move to Division I athletics

with skepticism as academic
departments struggle to make

ends meet.
"I'm a sports person—l don't
have a problem with that,"
Wagner said. "But I thought SU
cared more about the student, the
education."
Loh said the university is expecting higher enrollment next
year. Among the new students
will be about 30 more studentathletes recruited to play for
sports teams created for the move
to Division

I.

With the number of accepted
students who chose to attend
Seattle U as unpredictable as it
has been, Loh said he isn't sure
he'll be able to accommodate everyone without more money—or
more cuts.
It's difficult to plan the number of classes necessary without
knowing how many students will
be coming, he said. If enrollment
is higher than expected, he'll need
more funding for classes required
to accommodate more students.
If he doesn't get the money, he
won't be able to offer additional
classes to keep class sizes low.
"I can't tell you at this time,"
said Loh, "if there will be more
programs like German out there
that will be cut."

Joshua can be reached at
lynchjl @seattleu.edu
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Preserving culture in the ID
in face of economic change

New faculty positions
stem cutting of classes
Mike Baldwin
Staff Writer

Clara Ganey

*h e Spectator

Stores in the International District have continued to close down in response to rising rent prices.

nShe
on

is currently working
that will be a

a book

comprehensive history of

the Chinese, Japanese and FilipinoAmerican communities in the district, as seen through those people
who ran the residential hotels.
Almost every building in the ID
was once a hotel. A fire in the Ozark
hotel in 1970 prompted the city to
demand that all hotels be upgraded
for fire safety, but because it was so
expensive, many owners had to stop
leasing their property.
"[The ID] is a part of the city
that is horribly misunderstood by
the people who come here and in
some ways I think it's misunderstood
by the city," said Wong, noting how
people seem to fear the ID.
"I am hoping to dispel some of
those fears so that people who come
into the district don't see old buildings and say [...] why don't you
change it?" Wong added.
To complete her book, she interviewed numerous community members and explored every building in
the area from roof to basement.
"If you really want to know
about the district, you are not going to find it in newspaper. You are
going to find it in the heads of the
people who know more about this
place than anybody—the community elders," said Wong.
She added that this is one ofthe
most exciting times in the ID because of all the preservation efforts
that the city has undertaken.
While the Wing Luke Museum
is expanding to the East Kong Yick
Building on South King Street,
Wong has started her own preservation efforts. She has collected artifacts headed for landfills ranging
from stoves to restaurant signs and
dishes to woks, which she plans to
put in a museum outside of the ID
to bring Asian culture to those who

misunderstand it.
City planners are also in the
process of converting the old hotels that

are

the

core

into affordable and

of the district

market-priced

housing.
During the early 20th Century,
hotels such as the Mar Hotel sprang
up as a result of the railroad construction and the World Fair and
were a thriving Mecca for the single
Asian men that constituted the
workforce. The area's underground

once featured active nightclubs that,
according to Wong, made the '20s a
hopping time.
The deeply-rooted historicism of
the district limits what developers
can do in regards to refurbishing.

"Because it's a historic district,
you can't just tear down these structures, you can't even alter these structures [without going] through the
design review board," said Wong.
For four years, she has served on
the Interim board, which implements many of the redevelopment
projects, including the first affordable housing apartment conversion
of its kind, Neko Machi Terrace.
Wong said that while only half of
the current residents ofthe ID are of
Asian descent, the people who have
lived in the district are lower income
individuals, and the city still needs
to provide for them.

History really shines

when you can see
its relevance.
Marie Wong
Associate Professor

"In light of all the gentrification
that is taking place [in Seattle] you
want to be sure that there is some
type ofaffordable housing, but you
need to keep the district lively, interactive, and get people to come into
the district who are going to make
this 'safer,'" said Wong.
She noted that the ID is not
as safe as it was 10 years ago, adding that prostitution, which she
said was once accepted as a part of
community life, and drug sales are
on the rise.
Wong noted that the community
needs some market rate housing because, as she said, money still talks
and vocal community members with
money are needed for fund efforts
to keep the area safe. Wong still
worries, however, that with Seattle's
rising cost of living, two to three
percent wage increases and one of
the highest appreciation rates in the
nation, families who have lived in
the ID for generations can no longer
live there.
Wong takes her students on tours

of the ID four or five times a quarter
to experience life in the area.
"If you are going to understand
Asian America, you have to understand it from the history, but you
also have to understand it from
the physical community," she said.

"History really shines when people
can see its relevance. When you
can go into an area and say I am
standing in a location that was
completely bare in 1908, and by
1911, major buildings were all being constructed, it gives students the
ability to see living history, which is
just phenomenal."

She added that the neighborhood
needs to be carefully, meticulously
and lovingly rehabilitated.
The ID recently celebrated the

completion of the Chinatown gateway, completed after 50 years of
planning, with dancing, a parade
and a blessing.
The arrival of Kobo Artisan

Gallery in the former general store,
Higo, which had been in one
Japanese family for generations, also
marks efforts to preserve traditional
culture.
"We are pioneers in showing
how you can go and you can create a
business here and can succeed," said
John Bisbee, co-owner and design
director of Kobo.
He said that he and his wife are
trying to retain the identity of the
in a time of change. They
reused many architectural aspects
of the building to maintain the

building

simplicity of the structure. They
plan to host community events to
bring mindfulness to others about
Japanese culture.
Wong hopes to bring this mindfulness to her students as well.
"You can teach your students
about the facts, but I don't want to
teach the facts, I want to teach them
heart. I love this place. It has incredible meaning," she said.
"I like people to understand the
connection between Asian American
history, which is a social history,
and this," Wong said, pointing to
the gateway, "the flavor of Asian
America. This is the guts of it, the
blood and the bone of the ID.
[What] makes it so wonderful, is
that it's real. I love that."

holtel@seattleu.edu

being taught by

full-time faculty.
The tenure-track title also alJust three weeks ago, the
College ofArts and Sciences was lows the university to hire faculty
that have a stronger commitment
facing a major problem. The colto the school and its students.
lege was already short 27 professors, and that number seemed cerWhile part-time or full-time adtain to rise when the new student junct faculty are not required to
enrollment figures emerged.
commitoutside time to the univerBut Wallace Loh, dean of the sity, due to often having other jobs,
College ofArts and Sciences, got a tenure-track faculty fill a number
surprise when the new budget was ofroles, including advising and felapproved by the Board ofTrustees lowship work that helps build the
on Feb. 21. While Loh had asked reputation of the school.
for funding that would cover all of
"In terms of planning, it makes
his needed professor positions, his things a lot easier," said Joseph
Phillips, dean of the Albers School
expectations were low.
"I've been here nine years," said ofBusiness and Economics, which
Loh. "I've never gotten more than received funding for three new
three to four new tenure-track pofull-time positions. "Non-tenure
sitions in a year."
track faculty can do a great job,
So when the university anbut tenure-track faculty, as you
nounced it would be funding can imagine, are going to be more
21 new full-time positions for committed to the institution."
the College ofArts and Sciences,
Seattle U President Stephen
Loh felt a sense of relief he hasn't Sundborg, SJ said having an adfelt in the nine years since he was equate numberof tenure-trackfacnamed dean.
ulty is important when prospective
"Its a huge step forward, huge," students and parents are looking at
said Loh. "It's not quite what I the university. Tenure-track prothink we need, but it helps."
fessors spend six years on tenure
The 21 new jobs, of a total track and then are considered for
29 added by the university, conlifelong employment in their sevsist of 10 tenure-track positions enth year, which sends a message
and nine full-time, non-tenure of stability.
track positions, as well as funds
for the hiring of adjunct professors. The funding will allow Arcs
It's not quite what
and Sciences to keep up to 80
I think we need,
percent of the classes it thought it
would have to cut, provided the
number of new students meet the but it helps.

anticipated figures planned out
in the budget.
While the university's total enrollment grew by 300 student last
year, to just under 7,230 students,
next year the university's total enrollment is expected to grow by
only 30 students.
Arts and Sciences received the
biggest boost in funding partly
because of how many students
it serves. Because almost all core
classes are run through the college,
increased student enrollment hits
Arts and Sciences the hardest.
Retention rates have also risen,
with 86 percent of freshman staying at Seattle U for their sophomore year, a figure that has risen
steadily over the last 3 years.
Perhaps the biggest winners
the
in
equation will be students.

While in the past Loh would have
had to hire adjunct faculty on
very short notice, he now has adequate time to hold open searches
that are more likely to attract
top candidates.
"Ifyou have money in advance,
you can do national searches," said
Loh. "People want to come to
Seatde, but you have to advertise
nine months in advance. What
this means is we are going to
have an absolutely first rate group
of people."
The new positions will help to
complete a transition Loh started
nine years ago. When he became
dean of Arts and Sciences, 80

of classes were taught
by adjunct faculty. Now that

percent

Emily can be reached at

number has been flipped, with 80
percent of classes

Wallace Loh
Arts and Sciences Dean

In order to maintain the low
student-to-teacher ratios that
Seattle U is known for, Sundborg
noted, tenure-track and full-time
faculty positions are essential.
"The ratio of how many students there are per faculty person is
a formula that is important to us,"
said Sundborg. "We want to maintain that.The university would not
be maintaining the quality of its
education if it didn't push for as
many tenure-tracks as need be."
The move to provide more
funding for full-time faculty
comes during a time when Seattle
U is experiencing its biggest increase in enrollment in the history of the institution. The budget, accordingly, was the largest
in university history and Phillips
said the commitment to more
full-time positions is a reflection
of Seattle U becoming confident
that increased enrollment is not a
temporary phenomenon.

"The conversion of those nonlines to tenure-track,
that's an example of becoming
more comfortable that in fact
that enrollment increase is sustainable and that you need to support it with more tenure-track,"
tenure track

said Phillips.
Mike can be reached at
baldl799@seattleu.edu
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New legislation targets panhandlers in suburbs
Emily Holt

Senior Staff Writer
Issaquah, Tacoma, Auburn and
Federal Way have witnessed an exodus of a portion of their population.
Due to recent ordinances that make
panhandling illegal, the homeless
have left behind some pleased citizens in Seattle suburbs.
Issaquah's Mayor, Ava Frissinger,
recently signed into an effect
Ordinance 2513 to "regulate and
punish acts of coercive and aggressive begging [...] which create an
enhanced sense offear or intimidation in the person being solicited."
Furthermore, the City Council
"believes that it is important to [...]
promote tourism and business [...]
while providing safe and appropriate venues for constitutionally protected activities."
Maureen McCarry, Issaquah
City Council President, said that
having people stand on street corners and under highway ramps was
a safety issue, adding that the city
does not even let laborers stand in
such places.
"[The ordinance] is both in concern for the drivers as well as for the
people who stand there begging, a
concern for safety and not having
to worry about running over their
toes," she said.
She noted that a number of
Issaquah citizens have complained
to the council because of alleged harassment to customers in
businesses.
"There was defecation and other

debris all over the boardwalk, so
that people couldn't walk there and
they had to step over sleeping people in illegal encampments," said
McCarry. "You don't want people
living in private or public property
for over five or ten years."
She added that the city is very
committed to the homeless, has
hosted Tent City and has "a tremendous amount of affordable

housing."

The issue of poverty
is not going to be
solved by passing a
law criminalizing it.
Wesley Howard-Brook
Professor

"We had hoped that the homeless would be utilizing those services
in a way that makes sense, [but]
because we can't track them, we
don'tknow for sure," said McCarry.
"Illegal encampments are not how
to take advantage of it."
According to McCarry, business
owners provided the main impetus
for the ordinance, though some
citizens have opposed the law.
"The comrrrunity has been very
supportive and very happy. There
are some citizens in the community
who are concerned with the homeless," said McCarry, citing Connie

Marsh, a business owner who testified against the ordinance in council meetings.

Wesley Howard-Brook, a Seattle
University adjunct faculty in the
school of theology and ministry, is
one such citizen of Issaquah who
opposes the legislation. While
Howard-Brook worked on the staff
of the Federal Trade Commission
and the U.S. Senate Judiciary
Committee in Washington D.C.,
and was assistant attorney general
to Washington State's Attorney
General's Office from 1983 to
1985, he now teaches and writes
about biblical studies.
He said he opposes the legislation simply because it is wrong.
"As someone who teaches theology and the Bible, if I had to reduce the message of Jesus down to
one thing, it's that we are all one
human family and the marginalized belong in the midst of everyone else," said Howard-Brook.
"Ordinances like this take exactly the
opposite approach."
Howard-Brook said that the
recent front page article of the
Issaquah paper celebrated the departure of homeless people.
"The article talks about themlike
you are getting rid of cockroaches.
It expresses the mean-spirited, anti-community view that says that
Issaquah is only for people who are
nice and [...] suburban."
The article featured three interviews with business owners who
said they were happy to see the
homeless go.

We are looking for enthusiastic and
motivated undergraduate and
graduate students to support our
commuter student communities.
We offer:
Paid staff positions!
Leadership training and opportunity!
Work shifts that fit your academic schedule!

Applications are due Friday, April 4th
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Burt Raupp sells Real Change on the corner of Broadway and Pike.
New anti-soliciting laws force vendors such as Raupp off the streets.
However, Howard-Brook added that the law is also blatantly

unconstitutional.
"Behaviors that are considered
offensive are already illegal, like
assault, violence or trespassing. If
it's not that, then it's constitutionally protected. There are exceptions,
[...] but asking for money is not one
of those exceptions."
He said that he sent a letter to
the editor opposing the legislation,
but after an exchange, the correspondence stopped. He added
that he would like to take some
of his students from his class on
the Catholic Worker movement
and form a small public protest
in the streets of Issaquah to see if
a "nice clean college student would
get arrested."
The constitutionality of the
law also drew the attention of Tim
Harris, the editor of Real Change,
who has had to pull some ofhis vendors from cities such as Tacoma because the ordinance considers vendors ofReal Change panhandlers.
"We are pursuing legal action.
We really consider that a slippery
slope issue in terms of our first
amendment right to engage in politically free speech in selling a newspaper," said Harris.
Business owners in Seattle's
downtown, particularly at Pike Place
Market, were divided over whether
selling Real Change is considered

panhandling.
"I don't see much difference
between Real Change and panhandlers, as beautiful as the magazine
is," said a local retailer who wished
to remain anonymous. He said that
he has dealt with several who sold
the magazine to him and returned
drunk to ask for money.
"They hassle my customers and
piss me off," said Harry Glass, who
works at a fruit stand in Pike's and
did not differentiate between Real
Change and j>anhandlers. "They

are panhandling money and then
go spend $1.20 on 9 percent liquor
in the market [nearby]."
Les Deets, manager of Seattle
Shirt Co. said he does not consider
the people of Real Change to be
panhandlers, as long as they have
a licensed badge and stand 10 feet
from his store.
"They are actively selling something that helps people. They are
not begging, and they [...] are giving a service," said Deets.
Harris and Howard-Brook are
both more concerned with the state
of the homeless themselves than the
effects on business.
"Panhandling is a survival activand
when you make that illegal,
ity
the main effect that it has is that
it forces people into other underground aspects of the economy,"
said Harris.
Burt Raupp, a Real Change vendor, said he sells the paper because
he fell on hard times once in life and
is now working his way back up.
"I just stand here and sell it and
really don't get in people's faces,"
said Raupp.
Harris said the anti-panhandling
laws are geared toward eliminating the visible poverty that makes
people uncomfortable but do- not
address any of the issues as to why

people panhandle.
Howard-Brook, who helped to
organize Issaquah's hosting ofTent
City, said he left his legal job in the
Senate because he thinks that real
progress does not happen by passing
laws, joking that he has "become an
anarchist in his old age."
"The issue of poverty [...] is not
going to be solved by passing a law
criminalizing it [...], nor the issue
of creating a good society. It's going
to be in each persons heartand each
persons behavior."

Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu
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Latest Eco-Buddhism lecture focuses on water, soul
Composing 70 percent of our
body and acting as the bridge bethe elindividuals
to
connecting
each other and to nature.
Just as water flows inside humans, down streams, across mountains and ravines, so too has the
value ofwater continued to change
over time. For some it's seen as the
source of all life, for others, it's a
privatized commodity.
In the most recent part of the
ongoing Eco-Buddhism Lecture
Series that began in fall quarter, theology professor Gary Chamberlain
spoke on the Buddhist faith's attitude toward water and how people
of other faiths can evaluate their
tween continents, water is

ement

relationship

to water.

The crux of the lecture series is
the notion of interconnectedness
with nature and with others.
"You can't separate your own
purification from the need to keep
water pure," said Chamberlain.
"We should deal with nature
the same way we should deal
with ourselves."
Through the lens ofthe Buddhist
faith, this means realizing one's relationship with water and nature in
order to raise the level of human
consciousness to a level of concern
for the shared earth community.
"I want people to take away from
this lecture a sense of the important
mindfulness of the natural world,
so that when they drink a cup of

water they can really be conscious
of drinking water and how important the purity of the water is,"
said Chamberlain.
He pointed out that each faith
tradition has a relationship to water
and that from these various faiths'
teachings, society should try to discern the ethical direction to take toward nature and the treatment of
water. Buddhism places particular
emphasis on the relationships between nature and humanity that
can provide a lens for addressing
water issues.
Buddhist tradition has led
Buddhist monks in Thailand to
protect mangroves, oppose shrimp
farming and dam constructions and
preserve offorests and watersheds.
"There are important themes
in Buddhism that emerge, which I
think would be very helpful in looking at the environment, [including]
the whole notion of mindfulness,
where you become aware and sensitive of the important place of water as the sustenance of life," said
Chamberlain.
The Buddhist concept of oneness with nature challenges what
Chamberlain called, "attempts to
disassociate yourself from the surrounding world."
This disassociation is neither
beneficial nor realistic, from the
Buddhist perspective, particularly in todays world, where the
purity of the water we consume
has become a greater concern.
Additionally, the finite sources
of water and its distribution are

threatened and contested.
Lauren Ressler, freshman environmental studies major, pointed
out that water has been taken for
granted in agriculture and in modern western societies.
"It's really hard to realize how
ignorant people are of how much
water waste is going on because it's
such a necessity. Some people walk
miles and miles a day for water. We
can just get it out of a faucet."

It's absurd that
people have been

able to place different
prices on water.
Lauren Ressler
Freshman

One of the lecture's attendees, a

Seattle U alum, grew up in Africa
and was surprised see that people
left faucets running.
"In Africa I remember being so

from an adjective into a noun. This multifaith minister, provided this
leads to the objectification ofwater analogy to approaching the enviand, therefore, the consumption of ronmental problems associated with
water as though there's a plethora
water today.
"Oil is the liquid commodity of
of this disposable resource.
time, and probably in a gento
Buddhist
our
thought
According
there are five basic elements in
Buddhism—earth, air, wind, fire
and water—and each of these elements has a "counterpoint in
human consciousness that has to
be purified."
Water's counterpart is human
arrogance, which filters into the
disassociation with nature. Human
arrogance, or a perceived superiority over nature "allows national and
personal greed to be the main motivators" in human action.
This line of thought has become
a physical reality in bottled water,
according to Ressler.
"It's crazy that people have been
able to commercialize water. Water's
not the same to everyone; people
can actually judge you by the bottle of water you're drinking," said
Ressler. "It's absurd that people
have been able to place different

careful with water, we had many
droughts, but here people aren't,"
said Walmsley. "It's like air, we
don't think of air as a thing, it's
just there."
But Chamberlain's running
theme cautioned against the perception of water simply as a thing.
He used the example of rain, not-

prices on water."
In response to the objectification of water in western societies,
Chamberlain handed out a sheet
stating 10 reasons not to buy bottled water. One audience member
talked about the 'Pacific Garbage
Patch,' an area spanning over 10
million square miles where the accumulation of the last 50 years of
plastic from the shores to the Pacific

ing that

Ocean

it is a process, and yet the

can be found.
Erin Beary, ecumenical and

human ego has contorted theword
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Jessica Van Gilder
Copy Editor
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eration

water

is going

to

be that

liquid commodity that possibly
people are going to be killing each
other over, so I think it's not a moment too soon to be thinking about
water as one of the world's very
precious elements."
Beary said the idea of ecosangha—sangha generally meaning a community with common
purpose—was the most educational aspect she's taken from the
lecture series.
"The most important thing
is truly to pay attention to the
beauty of Buddhism and the sense
of interconnectedness. To realize
our interconnectedness to all the
things present today and all the
things that will be present in our
children's lives, our grandchildren's
lives, makes that urgency that much
more poignant."
Walmsley said the lecture gave
her a sense of vulnerability.
"Right now we still have water,
already we're finding in globalism that it's pretty desperate," said
Walmsley. "We could run out of
water and we can't go anywhere
else to get it, so remembering how
vulnerable we are and how essential
water is for us is important."
Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu
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GERMANY

June 29

-

July 19, 2008

Berlin: City of Modernism
In Art, Architecture, Urban Design

Apply NOW and enroll for
Spring Quarter!

Now is the time
to be thinking about it

nterested or want
mar?-T
more information,
contact
'

Jeff Woods

Assistant Director, Stud. Act
@
woodsj@seattleu.edu

All SU students can travel! No German language necessary!
-
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*

ASSU Elections!
April!

in
Uook for them

Earn 5 Credits Fulfill Requirements:
Core Interdisciplinary
General Elective
Upper Division Major Elective
Art & Art History Major requirement [ART 482]
German Studies requirement [Germ 480]

*

at 296-5377 or email cordulab(a).seatlteu.edu
Steve at 296-5360 or email at ealatros(a).seattleu. edu (Fine Arts)
Rose at 296-5380 or email at rzbieeien&seattleu. edu (Modern Languages)

Questions? Call Cordula Brown
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SU exhibits transparency in search for Campus Ministry director
Justin Najar
Staff Writer

now

would be

a

good

time to re-

connect with the Seattle University

community and ask what they want
In line with university's increasin the new director. So far, those
ing trend of transparency, Campus who have responded to the call for
Ministry is beginning their search input have said they want a new difor a new director, making use of rector who will be active at Seattle
open forums and small groups to University and who has "lived exgauge the opinions of the Seattle periences of what it means to be a
University community.
Jesuit Catholic."
Rob Kelly, the vice president of
Kathryn Collins, the Pastoral
Student Development, chairs the Minister for Weddings, is on the
nine-person search committee. It search committee. She said the
consists of administrators, direcnew director of Campus Ministry
tors, faculty, students and a memwill have to adapt to the changing
ber of the Jesuit community.
identity of Seattle University's stu"Given the importance of this dent body.
kind of position and its connec"Over half of our students are
tion with students and faculty and not Catholic, so we really need
staff, I think it's really important we somebody who can help to develop
hear directly from the campus comopportunities for the whole cammunity about what [they] want," pus," said Collins.
said Kelly.
Kelly said there are four important areas by which the selection
Kelly said the priority deadline for applications is March 15. committee will judge candidates—
the pastoral care and faith formation
Hopefully, said Kelly, a few applicants will come to the school by the
of students, the candidates ability
second week of April.
to work well with the campus com"Our hope is to do phone inmunity, and the candidate's superterviews with no more than 10 visory and administrative skills.
"The person who's in charge of
people, and then to invite no
four
more than maybe
to campus,"
Campus Ministry would really have
said Kelly.
to be able to network throughout
The committee is also developthe entire campus community,
drafts
of
what
the
interview
have
some background in lituring
schedules would look like when gical preparation, but really be a
applicants come to campus. These great colleague for the campus,"
schedules will concern whether the said Kelly.
Kelly said the Campus Ministry
process ofselection will be an open
forum or smaller, intimate meetings at Seatde University, with its staff of
with students, faculty and staff.
12 is one of the largest in the Jesuit
Kelly said the previous director university system.
"This is a great opportunity to
served for a long period time, so

The Spectator

Isaac Ginsberg

Admin, assistant Kathy Kirschner and Mike Bayard,

look at what we're doing in campus
ministry, as we write a new chapter in the history of the university,"
said Kelly.
Collins said the Campus
Ministry has done much groundbreaking work in bringing together students of many different
faiths and giving them some kind
of representation at the school.
She cites the ecumenical and
multifaith ministry—as well as
the interfaith council, the Jewish
Student Union and the Muslim
Student Association —as examples
of that work.
Ashley Anderson, senior theology major, is an ecumenical and
multifaith studentcampus minister.

SJ, discuss expectations for the new director.

She helps organize and support interfaith events and ecumenical programs, such as the interfaith prayer
for peace.
"It's more looking at all of our
faith traditions together to bring
wisdom to bear on issues of peace
and justice, and saying that our
faith can say something about these
things," said Anderson.
Campus Ministry is also helping facilitate the Eco-Buddhism
Lecture Series. It was only supposed to last for fall quarter, but
has proved so popular that it will
last for the rest of the year.
"[lt] looks at how faith traditions, and specifically Buddhism,
can have a lot of wisdom about

relationship with the earth,"
said Collins.
Collins said she would like for
Campus Ministry to continue in
this direction of greater faith representation. Campus Ministry's functions may change as the diversity of
the school increases.
"I thinkthat we're in a sort ofclimate on campus where people have
so many things to choose from,"
Collins said. "One of the directions
we're talking about is less programming and more chances to just give
students a space <o be together to
talk about important things."
our

Justin can be reached at
najarj@seattleu.edu
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The Steven Klein Company

www.stevenklein.com

Not ready for the LSAT?
We are the Steven Klein Company, LSAT Specialists. After
18 years and 4,500 students,
there probably isn't anyone
who knows more about this test
or how to teach it than we do.
That is why Steven still teaches
all his own classes. That is why
you should call us. Our nine
week course features 36 hours
of class time with weekly help
sessions, seven mock exams and
assistance with the application
process for the reasonable price
of $995. We can answer any
LSAT question let us prove it.
Call now for a free seminar.
206-524-4915

my friend's got me

-

To a friend with mental illness, your caring and understanding greatly increases their chance
Wanted: Looking for part time nanny.
Duties includepicking up 13-year-oldfrom school
Help

of recovery. Visit whatadifference.samhsa.gov for more

her around to various activities,
general chores, dog walking, and short errands.
Hours are flexible. Generally from 3:oopm to
and running

i

JB S™
_

T

!

7:3opm two days a week. Occasionalweekends
available if desired. Perfectjob for collegestudent.
Musthave car. Greatpay. Please email Anne at
abmize@comcast.net if you are interested.

information, Mental illness

SC Pav?flon 126
(206)296-2593

-

What a difference a friend makes,

m
MS I

/""""S,
j{?
rami Nqjr

SAMHSA
a
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and others for support...

Phat@seattleu.edu

CADS

SC Pavilion 120
(206)296-6090

f

Student Health Or.
BeHarmlne 108
(206)296-6300
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High risk drinking: the causes and ramifications
spectaor

features

Sara Bernert

ofWashington.

Staff Writer

As Marlatt explained, heavy
drinking can quickly elevate one's
blood alcohol content well beyond
the legal limit in Washington,
.08, and cause serious problems.
Memory loss, violence, blackouts,
assault, physical injury, vomiting
and poor sexual choices are frequently reported with episodes of

In

movies and television, college
students are often portrayed as
crazy partiers who chug down
beers and play drinking games until they pass out. While this image
may often be far from reality, the
way that mass media portrays college life creates an unrealistic expectation for students that can result in
dangerous choices, especially when
it comes to drinking.
"It's a self fulfilling prophecy,"
explained Ryan Hamachek, graduate assistant at Seattle University's
Wellness and Health Promotion
office. "Kids see college students
being crazy and wild on television or in movies, and so when
they get to college some students
imitate that."
The wild and excessive drinking
seen in those films—a kind of "frat
boy" way oflife—depicts a behavior
known as binge drinking.
Binge drinking occurs when a
person consumes large quantities of
alcoholic beverages in a single session. What makes up a "large quantity" differs, but most organizations,
including the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, state
that binge drinking occurs when a
man has more than five drinks during a short amount of time and four
drinks for a woman.
"Women get intoxicated more
quickly because they have a lower body fluid to mass ratio than
men do," said G. Alan Marlatt,
professor of psychology and director of the Addictive Behaviors
Research Center at University

mental health problems caused by
heavy drinking, alcohol can also
be a big drain on student finances.
According to a report by the U.S.
Department of Health, college
students spend about $5.5 billion

and poor academic

nationwide on alcohol each year,
mostly on beer. The Core Institute,
an organization that surveys collegedrinking practices, claims the average student spends about $900 on
alcohol each year.
Given the costs, why do students
practice this dangerous behavior?
The answers that students often give
suggest that drinking is a way to socialize, have fun and relax or feel
comfortable around their peers.
This sentiment was echoed
by Seattle U freshman Morgan
Shannon, nursing major.
"When you feel like you can
only share your feelings when you're
drunk, you know you have a problem," she said.
Freshmen are usually most prone
to misusing alcohol in order to relax,

performance.

temporarily forget about problems
or meet people because of their new

binge drinking.
Sleep is also greatly affected
by drinking. In the 2007 Student
Health Survey, Seattle U students
cite sleep difficulties as the third
top impediment to academic
performance, just under stress
and sickness.

Students do not

make the connection
between drinking

Deb Hinchey
Health Promotion Director

"Students do not make the connection between drinking and poor
academic performance," said Deb
Hinchey, director of Wellness and
Health Promotion. "Most people are not aware that when you
drink you don't sleep better, you
sleep worse. This results in more
stress and health issues like anxiety
and depression."
In addition to the physical and

environment and freedom from parental control.
Hamachek and Hinchey second
this belief. They hold that the main
reason college students—especially

freshmen—engage

in risky

drinking

is due to their inaccurate perceptions regarding alcohol.
"The socialization around going
to college is that everybody drinks,
but in fact this is incorrect," said
Hinchey. "The research we've done
shows that students perceive that
others are using alcohol at a much
higher rate than is true [...] most
also believe that other students are

drinking more than they are."
Hinchey cites the results of the
2007 Student Health Survey, on
which students were asked several questions regarding alcohol.
The results showed a large disconnect between student perceptions
and reality.
For instance, on the question
regarding the percentage of students who do not consume alcohol, Seattle U students believed
that only 3.8 percent of the student
body did not drink. In reality, 15.6
percent reported that they did not
use alcohol.
The same goes for the opposite
end of the spectrum. Students believed that 31.4 percent of their
peers used alcohol on a daily basis,
when only 0.5 percent reported they
actually practiced this behavior.
Wellness and HealthPromotions,
along with PHAT, work to correct
these misperceptions through socialnorming campaigns. Throughout
the year they post informational
flyers around campus and put on
events like the Hall Crawl.
"Our work focuses less on the

number of drinks and more on reducing dangerous drinking habits,"
explained Hamachek.
Marlatt has created a similar approach to dealing with alcohol in
his nationally recognized BASICS

having a plan is a better way to go
about drinking, as opposed to just
going in and drinking whatever is
handed to you," said Marlatt.
At Seattle University, most
students seem to be pretty well
informed regarding alcohol. Even
without knowing the specifics of
binge drinking, when asked, students came up with good answers.
"What is binge drinking? Well,
I guess it depends on the person.
But if you're constantly throwing
up, blacking out and doing stupid
stuff, obviously that's a problem,"
said Eric Peterson, sophomore general science major.
"Drinking becomes a problem
when you start and haven't set any
limits for yourself," added Ernie
Piper, sophomore drama and philosophy major.
Although the problem of students and alcohol abuse is an old
one, the ways of addressing it are
changing. Positive education, not
disciplinary lectures, seems to be
the new solution.
"Drinking doesn't need to be
a big bad thing," said Hinchey.
"Students just need to be informed
andjje safe about it."
Sara can be reached at
bemerts@seattleu.edu

program. He and his researchers at
the Addictive Behaviors Research
Center have found real success in
educating students on their misperceptions, how alcohol works and
then helping them create a safer

drinking plan.
"Keeping track, having non
alcoholic drinks in between

[...]

Different drinks for different Jes
Chris Dickhute
VolunteerWriter

Over

the years, Jesuit schools
have tried to distinguish
themselves academically.
All of these institutions, including Seattle University, continue to
bestow the ideals of academic rigor
on their students. Unfortunately,
some colleges and universities,
including Jesuit schools, have become renowned for a whole other

tradition entirely.
The

of partying has made
Jesuit schools secretly popular. Most administrations disdain
these traditions, but enrolled students use this "party hardy" tradition to recruit the next wave of
prospective students.
A Jesuit school with one of the
most notable drinking cultures is
Loyola University of New Orleans.
New Orleans is home to huge festivals, such as Mardi Gras, where
drinking alcohol under the age of
21 is considered customary and
normal. AJ Sepulveda, a sociology
art

certain

and psychology student at Loyola,
has grown accustomed to the lenient
drinking culture of New Orleans.
"Living in a city like New
Orleans, where alcohol is a huge
characteristic of the culture, can

really influence students to drink,"
said Sepulveda.

According to Louisiana State
Law, a person 18 years of age can
drink in a private residence. Since
a dorm room is considered a private
residence in the South, students
are allowed to drink in their dorm
room as long as there are less than
10 people in the room.
Yet, Loyola University of New
Orleans downplays this cultural
tradition. Since Hurricane Katrina
ravaged the New Orleans area, the
school would like to change its image of being a wet campus.
Even though drinking is allowed
in dorm rooms, the administration
strongly discourages these events
from taking places. Loyola's handbook

states,

"room parties are not

permitted in the residence halls. A
room party is defined as any function given by a resident for the purposes of socializing in a residence
hall

room or common area

where

alcohol is present."
According to Sepulveda, drinking presents social activities for
many people.
"I think it's fine for students as
long as they keep it under control/'
Sepulveda said.
Drinking traditions, such as
those at Loyola, can be hard to
change considering that they coexist within the larger drinking traditions of the States culture.
A little farther north in the

Midwest, Creighton Universi
in Omaha, Nebraska, is revol
lionizing one of its campus cafi

Opening in August 2008 the

cal

located in the new student cent
next to the Creighton law scho<
will serve beer until 10 p.m.
This university is one of
few select colleges, the on
one in Nebraska, to have a b
on campus.

Christine Gait, the editor-i
chief of the Creightonian, the st
dent newspaper, says the bar wciu
not cater to the undergradua
crowd.
"Basically, from a students pc
spective, the bar is really geared t
ward alumni," Gait said. "Studer
may stop by the cafe to eat or gel
beer, but students will not necessa
ily use the cafe to socialize."
Nonetheless, the bar could ser
as a tease for under-age studeni
considering its proximity to the u
dergraduate dorms and the Qwt
arena where Creighton's men's ba
ketball team plays.
On the more conservative sii
of campus alcohol usage, Gonza;
University is one of the drier Jest
campuses. Tara Talboy, a phya
cal therapy student at Gonz?|
University, has noticed the admi
istration's liquor enforcement.
"Most of the dorms on camp
house freshmen and sophomo
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Although Seattle U does not have an official school bar, many students frequent Linda's on Pine Street and Boylston Avenue for its close location and outdoor seating.

Rairny city, wet campus
Mike Baldwin
Staff Writer

Asking

ronzag

er

:

ild

it

1.

•he is

iversity students under the age of 21. So if
revolu- I were to go in the dorms to drink
cafes, with a friend, I would most likely
cafe, get written-up," said Talboy.
t center
In fact, there are two facilities
school, at Gonzaga that will be providing
over 180 beds for students wanting
leof a to live in communities free of all
e only controlled substances.
e a bar
"These dorms are a lot nicer
than the regular dorms if students
itor-in-1 are willing to give up alcohol, but
the stu- for the 80 percent of students who
would • do drink, parties offcampus are the
radute surest way to have fun and stay out
of trouble," said Talboy.
ntp's er- Considering that Gonzaga is a
aredto- Jesuit university as well, its deciitudenssion to provide dorms free of any
or get a substances is a completely differlecsarent
- approach from Creighton and
Loyola universities
serve
In retrospect, the cultural difudents, ferences of the various regions of
the un- the United States play a huge role
Qwest in defining the drinking policies at
;n'sbas- different Jesuit universities.
Ultimately, every student wants
side
a
happy medium between work
:ive
and
recreation, even if it does not
ionzag
involve
alcohol. This medium is
Jesuit
physi- something that every college administration hopes their students
admin- can achieve.

nt.

campus Chris can be reached at

10m0re4.dickhute@seattleu.edu

a Seattle U student
about the school's party
scene is likely to illicit a few
blank stares or giggles.
Often lost in the shadow of
the University of Washington recreational activities, Seattle U has
built a reputation as the bookworm younger brother of the UW
when it comes to throwing down
certain beverages.
While UW has "The Ave" and
the Ram restaurant in University
Village, Seattle U lacks one area
or bar/restaurant that can safely be
called a Redhawk watering hole.
"I don't believe that our alcohol
problems at Seattle University are
as significant or as large as they are
on some college campuses," said

President Stephen Sundborg, SJ
The university does implore a
"wet campus" policy. While there
is, obviously, no underage drinking
allowed on campus, those who have
passed the 21-year threshold in life
are free to indulge.
Alcohol is served at school sponsored events, such as dances or receptions, and legal drinkers who live
on campus can enjoy a beer or two
without fear of reprisal. The Jesuit
residence, Arrupe, also allows alcohol to be served. But Rob Kelly, vice
president ofStudent Development,
says the university's stance on serving alcohol is based on a system
of appropriateness.
"We do allow alcohol to be
served to those who are of legal age

and in situations where providing
alcohol is appropriate," says Kelly.
"Events such as the SeniorToast are
the perfect example of a social event
where alcohol is served."
While there are certain instances
on campus that allow student drinking, Seattle U nonetheless has developed a history ofbeing a "sober"
school. This may have as much
to do with the university's size as
anything else.

Our alcohol problems

[aren't] as large as
they are on some
college campuses.
Stephen Sundborg, SJ

President
"To say that there are

no

parties

at Seattle U is not truthful. There

are

parties every weekend," said Dean
ofStudents Jacob Diaz. "My wish
is that students make educated and
informeddecisions about their lives
and that includes whether or not
they decide to drink."
Seattle U also benefits from
its location. Being in an urban
environment that offers students

plenty ofchoices besides drinking
on weekends helps students avoid
the pitfalls of alcohol abuse that
more isolated universities struggle
with. Organizations like SEAC
also attempt

to set

up programs,

such as Bistro Saturdays, to help committing the act again, followed
students find alternate options to by educating students on how to
alcohol consumption.
make more informeddecisions and
"When I worked at other institu- finally providing staff support that
tions, and when we asked students helps students gain insight into
point blank 'why is there so much their actions.
"The philosophy behind the
drinking on campus?', more than
a few responded 'because we don't sanctions is hopefully to deter
feel like there's anything else to students from making the same
do,"' said Tim Wilson, director of decisions in the future," said Diaz.
With the move to Division-I
student activities.
According to a 2005 article athletics, murmurings of an onpublished in the Annual Review campus bar and grill have begun
of Public Health, 1,700 college to surface. Having a place where
students die each year from alco- students and alumni could gather
hol-related causes, and just under before and after games could help
700,000 college students are as- to build a sense of tradition. UW
saulted by other students who have students and fans pack the Ram
been drinking. Needless to say, a Bar and Grill in University Village
university attempting to become on game day's and most successful
one of the premier educational in- D-I programs have an identifiable
stitutions in the nation probably place that is associated with sports
would like to avoid harboring an fans of that university. But curenvironment that produces those rent students do not seem to buy
kinds of statistics.
in to the idea of a "Seatde U" bar.
"Sometimes, I think what gets
"I spend all day with SU people,
forgotten for folks under 21, is I don't want to see them when I go
that they're breaking the law," said out," said junior journalism major
Diaz. "What worries me is that Ashley See.
those people that overdo it, who
And Seattle U administrators
question the viability ofsuch an opbinge drink."
Some also expressed that prob- tion. Wilson stated that with space
lems arise from underage students issues already a concern, a bar and
who may not have a control over grill should be a low priority.
their alcohol consumption.
"Where would you put it?" asked
"It doesn't seem to be the 21 and Wilson. "We have such a laundry
older people who are binge drink- list of other things that need to be
ing," says junior journalism major taken care of. As we grow bigger,
Ben Watanabe.
having a bar and grill needs to be at
Seattle U deals with students the bottom of that ladder."
who have been caught drinking in
a three-fold approach, starting with Mike can be reached at
a sanction that deters students from baldl799@seattleu.edu
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Upcoming Events
Thursday, March 6
Gabriel Teodros
9 p.m.
Nectar, $7, 21+
Atlas Sound, White
Rainbow
7 p.m.
High Dive, $10, 21+

Dyme Def, Arthur & Yu,
Throw Me The Statue,
Truckasauras and more
8 p.m., $5, 21+
Neumos

Friday, March 7
A Fine Frenzy
7 p.m.
High Dive, 21+

Saturday, March 8
Detroit Cobras, The
Blakes
8 p.m.
High Dive, free, 21+

Macklemore, The Physics
9 p.m.

Nectar, $8, 21+
Angels & Airwaves, Meg
6 Dia, The Color Fred
7 p.m.

Showbox SoDo, $25

entertainment
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Exhibit pressed Through Thick and Thin'
Matthew Martell
Staff Writer
When one thinks of printmaking, one usually thinks of high
quality, less expensive copies of extraordinary pieces of art. Primarily a
process associated with duplication,
one would likely not consider the
typical printmaker to be an "artist"
in most senses.
Richard Hugo House, however,
is currently hosting an exhibit that
redefines what it means to make
prints. "Through Thick And Thin"
is a collection of pieces by Carmi
Weingrod, a "printmaker by profession" who has only recently made
her foray into the world ofart.
Hugo House stands as Weingrod s
first gallery showing, though she
notes that she has sold various prints
elsewhere before.
The thing that makes "Through
Thick And Thin" so interesting is its
interplay between many different
forms of media. Weingrod uses her
own printing plates to create original works of art in non-traditional
ways. The process begins with her
using her plates to lay down a print
on the paper, and continues with
her using acrylic sealant and paint
to give her pieces their interesting
textures and colors.
Weingrod's artistic inspiration
was born less from a vision than
from language. Idioms fascinate
Weingrod, and she was inspired
before starting the exhibit to try
making art based on many different
idioms and odd sayings.
"I wondered if I could capture visually the same smirk that I

Jessica Ishmael
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Artist Carmi Weingrod in front of one of her prints. The prints are on
display at Richard Hugo House, located at 1634 11th Ave.
get when someone uses an idiom
and I know exactly what they
mean," says Weingrod about her
creative process.
This mish-mashing of media
makes "Through Thick And Thin"
quite unlike most other art exhibits
around. The textures of Weingrod s
pieces are so visceral you can almost
feel the tension the applied by the
machine as she was creating them.
"She uses a lot of different textures... you can even see on some
of them how many times she had

to run her plates through the machine to get them pressed," says
Ben Strong, a visitor to the exhibit's opening and a self-proclaimed
printing enthusiast.
This cross-referenced creative
process also makes Weingrods exhibit appealing to a diverse palette
of art lovers.
"I like that she's starting her creative process with the idiom, and
expanding on that. A lot of the
designs she does are really unique,"
says Jamie Wilson, a writer who

attended Weingrod's opening.
"It's interesting to see art like this.
It pushes the medium's boundaries,"
says Anna Nelson, a Hugo House
visitor. Weingrod's exhibit really does
reinvent the printmaking profession, turning its utility into a means
for creativity.
One ofWeingrod's personal favorite pieces, "People In Glass Houses,"
clearly expresses her innovadon. The
piece looks jagged and broken and
fragile, the color very minimal and
painted in breathy blues. "I was
really angry," says Weingrod, "so I
smashed the plexiglass plate with a
hammer, and ran all the little pieces
through individually. I probably ran
them through the press 15 times."
"People In Glass Houses" is only
one of the many great pieces being
showcased in "Through Thick And
Thin." A fan and artist favorite alike,
"Bull In A China Shop" is a frantic
flurry ofvibrant reds splattered over
a chaotic texture that reconstructs
the exact disarray of the idiom itself.
"Diplomatic Immunity" is an image
etched, woven and painted together
into a bizarre and poignant reflection
of the pressures ofpolitical life. "On
The Fritz" is one ofWeingrod's "more
traditional etchings," and it is also
one of the most subtle and incredible
pieces in the whole exhibit.
For any fan of cutting edge and
non-sequitur displays of artistry,
"Through Thick And Thin" is a must
see exhibit. Best of all, it is free to
the public, providing a fun way to
broaden one's artistic horizons.
Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu

SPOTS ON THE HILL Seattle Trading Post
Sara Bernert
Staff Writer
Tired ofrun-of-the-mill second
hand stores with uninspired, overpriced used items? Looking for a
truly unique and cheap antique
to add a little spice to your life?
Escape from the humdrum routine of Value Village and take a
trip down 12thAve. to the Seattle
Trading Post —a one of a kind
swap shop sure to satisfy your
secondhand needs.
Treasure seekers and bargain
shoppers everywhere will enjoy the
ever changing selection ofoddsand
ends in this small store. Bikes and
furniture line the sidewalk outside
like a yard sale, and even the interior of the shop feels like a garage
sale. Random bric-a-brac fills every
shelffrom top to bottom like your
grandmother's attic.
Necklaces, televisions, microscopes, cameras, lamps, maps...
hundreds of treasures are placed
on the shelves without an apparent order in each ofthe four small
rooms in the store. You'll find ashtrays
Clara Ganey

The Spectator

The secondhand store's low prices lead to quick sales on many
popular items including bikes, furniture, televisions and maps.

piled

next to

pencil sharp-

eners and globes stacked next to
hamster cages.
Although the' selection 'is

random and varied, all the objects
have one thing in common: they're
cheap. The reasonable prices are
sure to make you happy and you'll
probably come away with more
than you intended.
"The prices are amazing," says
Catherine Wilcox, freshman civil
engineering major. "I can't wait to
go back again."
These low prices make the turn
around for items amazingly fast;
you rarely ever see the same thing
twicei One day, a miniature piano
will be on display atop a filing cabinet. The next day it will be gone,
replaced by an antique lantern or
some other unusual oddity. So if
you see something you want, buy it
then or live with the regret of what
could have been.
"I really should have bought
this cool old camera when I had
the chance," says Sam Crowsen,
19, frequent shopper at the Post.
"I came back like four days later
and someone else had bought it

already."

Jeff Penney, the store's owner
and only employee, gets new inventory every day from individuals
and local suppliers. The fast pace
of continual buying, cleaning and
selling keeps him Constantly'buSy.

"You've got to have a sharp eye
and a fast hand in this business,"
says Penney. "I try to keep my prices real reasonable and make sure
everything's clean. I stand behind
everything I sell."
Penney first opened shop in
June of 2003, selling random
items at prices as low as a nickel.
Soon the news of Penney's incredible bargains spread and crowds
of people filled the shop. Now,
more than four years later, the
business is still largely based on
word of mouth.
"It's a real neighborhood business," he says. "Sure, I want to
make a profit, but I want to make
sure I have happy customers too."
The Seattle Trading Post is
guaranteed to provide a variety
of fun and fascinating objects to
fit all kinds of tastes and needs.
From peculiar to practical, the
ever changing supply of cheap treasures is sure to keep you coming
back for more.
The shop is located on 12th
Avenue between Pike and Pine
Streets and is open daily from
around noon to 6:00 p.m.

Sara can be reached at
bernerts@seattleu.edu
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Seattle's undiscovered comedy

Audio Input: Atlas Sound
Matthew Martell

long-time solo moniker Atlas
Sound was released on February
19 on Kranky Records. The

Staff Writer

album titled "Let The Blind Lead
Those Who Can See But Cannot
Feel," is a diverse and dynamic
musical gem. Not quite electronic or ambient but also not quite
rock or pop, "Blind" covers
all the angles, bouncing from
surf-rock to doo-wop to Floydian
psychedelics with reckless
abandon.
Whereas "Cryptograms"
featured Cox as a creepy, commanding presence in front of
the microphone, Atlas Sound is
a far more personal affair. Even
its most vivacious moments are
tethered by Cox's restraint, his
voice getting looped and resequenced, blending with the
ambient walls of sound that

One ofthe more buzzed about
in the blog-o-sphere last
Deerhunter, the Atlanta,
was
year
Ga. quartet that makes music
they have self-described as sounding like "[My Bloody Valentines]
'Loveless' on mushrooms."
With the release of their second
LP "Cryptograms" (Kranky,
2007), the band experienced a
huge surge in popularity, their
live shows even being described
by YeahYeah Yeahs' Karen O as a

bands

"religious experience."

Jessica Ishmael

The Spectator

Ron Reid, manager of Comedy Underground, located in Pioneer Square at 222 S. Main St., blows a
ridiculously large nose. The club's performers have included Jerry Seinfeld and Mitch Hedburg.
Justin Najar
Staff Writer
Beneath Swannie's Sports Bar
Grill in Pioneer Square lies the
city's oldest alternative comedy
club, the Seattle Underground
Comedy Club.
The club has shows every night,
according to manager Ron Reid.
Fridays and Saturdays feature
nationally-recognized acts, often
some of the fastest-rising stars in
comedy, such as Clinton Jackson,
who recently had a Comedy
Central half-hour special, and
Cain Lopez, who has performed
with the likes of Dave Chappelle
and Wayne Brady.
The club seats about 200 people in an intimate setting. Doors
usually open to the Comedy
Underground around 7:30 p.m.
Show times vary, but most are
&

priced under $20.
The Comedy Underground also
has open mic nights on Sundays
and Mondays. These events have
helped the Comedy Underground
gain a reputation as a launch pad
for many comedians into wildly
successful careers in comedy.
"A lot of really famous comics have played at Comedy
Underground. Everyone from
Jerry Seinfeld to Ellen Degeneres,
Kevin Pollacks, Bill Hicks and
Mitch Hedburg," said Reid.

Jet City Improv

specializes in sports
comedy, in which two

teams compete.
Reid says part of the reason why
the club attracts so many talented
comedians before they're household names is the club's openness
to any style ofcomedy.
"There's no theme or type of
comedian that you'll find. There's
a wide variation, and they're probably not famous yet, but that's
because when they get famous we
can't afford them," said Reid.
The Underground's open mic
nights are a major way comics can
gain experience and an audience

for about three minutes.
Seattle University senior John
McKay started performing at
the open mic nights a little over
a month ago and attends them
whenever he can. He wrote comedy for about a year, but he only
recently decided to get on-stage
and perform.
"Until you get up there, you're

second-guessing
yourself a lot, like, reciting the
jokes in your head, but once you

pretty nervous,

get up there, it
said McKay.

just kind of flows,"

Many people come to perform
at the open mics. Because of the
amount of people that usually
come, McKay says there's a hierarchy to assign priority to performers. Professional comedians
get to perform first, amateurs who
guests second, and, lastly,
lone amateurs.
McKay, like Reid, says the
more experienced comics offer
guidance to others, especially the
younger performers.
"Sometimes you'll tell a joke
which is on a touchy subject,
which is the fun thing about
comedy. You can be very satirical
about topics, which is fun, but
if you don't tell the joke well, it
just comes off that you're making
fun of a very dark, bad subject,
and it goes over horribly with the
crowd," said McKay.
One of the more experienced
comics who often performs at the
Comedy Underground is Daniel
Carroll, 24. He is an active member
of the local comedy scene, which
Carroll says changed dramatically
over the past three years.
Around that time, the scene underwent a change, which Carroll
thinks may have been brought on
by a new crop of comics. Carroll
says friction between the older
generation and the younger at
this time existed due to contrasting styles and a sense among the
younger generation that the older
comics owed them something.
Over time, though, Carroll
says this attitude disappeared. The
comedy scene became a cohesive
mix of the old and new, with lots
of cooperation and friendship permeating throughout.
"We enjoy watching each other, we enjoy helping each other,

bring

because when we help each other,
get better ourselves,"
said Carroll.
The Comedy Underground
was also the testing ground for
Dartanion London, 29, a cast
member of Jet City Improv.
London says the group, whose theater is located near the University
of Washington, is one of the few
improv comedy groups in Seattle
that performs at its own facility
and does not have to worry about
moving constantly.
we in turn

A lot of really famous
comics have played at

Comedy Underground.
Ron Reid
Comedy Underground Manager

Shows at Jet City Improv are
all-ages and general admission is
$10, but students get a $2 discount if they show ID. Shows last
approximately an hour and a half
but vary in form. London likens
the short-form shows stylistically
to "Whose Line is It, Anyway?"
while their long-form shows are
more like movies or plays.
London says the goal of Jet
City Improv is "to basically serve
as a sort of conduit, a bridge,
between the stand-up and
improv comedy."
Unexpected Productions,
whose venue seats 230 guests in
Pike Place Market, specializes in
sports comedy, in which two teams
compete and improvise based on
audience suggestions.
Unexpected Productions is
also notable for its improv school,
which managing director Jay Hitt,
39, says draws comedians from
all around the world. Graduates
go on to apply their lessons
they learned from the school to
strike out on their own in the
comedy world.
"We've probably had six or
seven groups come out of our
school and do their own thing,"
said Hitt.

Justin can be reached at
najarj@seattleu.edu
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However, like most psychedelic rock bands from the genres
inception, Deerhunter's members have long struggled against
personal psychoses and addictions, and the genre-blurring
four piece is currently on hiatus
for the purposes ofreadjusting
their personal lives.
Frontman Bradford Cox is
perhaps the most bizarre and psychotic member of Deerhunter.
An overt and bizarre presence,
last year Cox was everywhere in
music news for everything from
splattering his sun dress with
fake blood at a string of shows
to facing allegations for posting child pornography on the
Deerhunter blog in the summer.
His antics even led to the departure of Colin Mee's, the former

march like cadences throughout
the album's 14 tracks.
In the tradition of so many
other bands born from the
shoegaze and ambient phenomena, Cox knows how to
use his voice as an instrument,
mixing it in with the rest of
his instrumentation.
"Blind" is more notable for its
vulnerability than anything else.
Stripped from the protection
of his backing band, Cox has
used his budding career as Atlas
Sound to bare his burdens to the
world in hopes of his own psychological absolution. And while

fifth member of Deerhunter
who handled most of the band's
rhythm guitar duties. Suffice to
say, with Cox in such a flurry
of erratic activity, the band's
hiatus seems fitting and long

"Let Hie Blind Lead Those "Who
Can See But Cannot Feel" may
not help Cox overcome his own
emotional issues, it most definitely provides his listeners with a
means for empathizing with his

overdue.
Deerhunter's sabbatical
has not however deterred Cox
from continuing his musical
career. His debut LP under his

personal struggles.
Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu
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Club team struggles Rookie announcers step up

D"I

was just looking at
the building, admir-

ing, commenting on
how gorgeous the building was
and I ran into a couple of ladies," said Reichle. "I told them
two jokes, maybe three, I told
them one or two blonde jokes,
one or two Michael Jackson
jokes, because I believe laughter
is good for the soul. There was
zero connotation."
However, the Recreational
Sports department did not comment on the allegations and vice
president ofStudent Development
Rob Kelly was unaware of them.
Instead, Kelly stated a different
reason for not offering Reichle
the job.
"There is a process in which the
Recreational Sports Department
hires people and none of that was
followed," said Kelly. "It's just a really unfortunate incident. He had
a conversation with Aaron Yoon
and he came up here. He was
never hired by the university."

Normally, according

to

Shaw,

the baseball team would work
with the Recreational Sports
Department in the search for
candidates to fill the coaching
position. From this pool, the department would have the final say
in whoever is hired.
However, during the baseball

the roster last year, and we
were able to upset the University
of Oregon, make it to Regionals
and obtain a ranking of 14th
best [club team] in the country,"
said Yoon.
What made the victory even
more surprising, said Yoon, is that
the year before the team won only
seven games and lost close to 20.
Yoon said the team was able to
suddenly sweep away much of its
competitors because of the addition of players Kevin Roach and
Nick Richey. At the time, they
were two of the best college club
baseball pitchers in the country.
However, the team this year is
different. Roach has not returned
this year because of other commitments, and Sean Namanny,
another pitcher from last year's
team is not returning because he
graduated last year. Another star
pitcher from the team, Richey, is
studying abroad in Mexico. These
changes have demolished the
pitching line-up from last year.
"When it comes down to it, a
team's pitching will win or lose the
ball game," said Yoon.
However, this year the team

listeners: the score, fun facts or detailed descriptions of the action.
"I'm in charge of filling in the
dead space because Ben's talking so

on

has compensated the loss by having more pitchers.
Shaw said the creation of the
varsity baseball team could overshadow the club team and effectively kill it by diverting players
and attendees, or help it thrive by
attracting more people, both players and spectators, to the sport.
As of now, the varsity team is
under construction. According to
sports information director Jason
Behenna, there is a plan to build
the team and have it ready to play
against other teams within the

club's search, the team selected
eight candidates and gradually narrowed the field down to
Reichle. This effectively removed
the department from much of the
selection process.
Beyond this, Reichle believes
Seattle University cheated him
out of $1,800. The contract that
he signed said he would be given
a monthly stipend of $2,500 to
next two years.
coach the team. He received a
Behenna said that by the end
of March, the school will ofcheck for $700.
Matt Shaw, intramural and ficially begin the search for the
club sports coordinator, said varsity baseball coach. The search
that the contract had not been is an open-application process
approved by the administration and if everything goes according
and that the paycheck was for the to schedule, the search commitpractices Reichle coached starting tee should hire a coach by June
1, 2008. The new coach will
Feb. 19.
Mark Williams, director of then have about a year to build
Recreational Sports, had no coma team before it takes the field
ment on the subject.
in either the fall of 2009 or the
This is not the first time the spring of 2010.
club baseball team has had probThe coach of the varsity team
lems with a coach. Last year, will then decide how to choose
the team made the decision to players for the team. While this
not renew former coach J.D.
method remains uncertain because it is ultimately the decision
Jackson's contract.
"A lotof the players felt that his of the varsity coach, Behenna said
attitude and his style didn'treally the coach will most likely hold
match with the team, and there open try-outs because that would
were a lot of internal conflicts," be the best way to assemble the
said Yoon.
best talent on campus.
Now, the baseball club is 0-3
This means that no one is guarand has to start the process of anteed a position on the varsity
searching for a coach all over again. team —including those who play
However, the baseball club is used on the dub team.
to playing against the odds.
Yoon said the team last year Justin can be reached at
was the "Cinderella story" ofthe najarj@seattleu.eclu
league because of its success deSean can be reached at
spite its small size.
"We only had 12active players tovveys@seattieu.edu
:;.

much [...] he needs a break every
now and then," said Kesterson.
"Yeah, he's just there so I can get
a little water," joked Peterson.
In addition to covering the
action of the game, the men also
do pre-game and halftime shows

with special guests. They have
featured players on the show, as

Braden VanDragt

The Spectator

Graduate students Justin Kesterson and Ben Peterson have performed
play-by-play radio coverage for the women's basketball team.

well as coaches and local celebrities such as Dave Cox [of the
Dave Cox Classic] and celebrated former Seattle U basketball
player Sue Verdun.
Before the game, the men connect their headsets to the computer
system which streams their commentary live over the Internet. After
the game, their show is saved in the
archives and can be downloaded as
a podcast through the multimedia
section on goseattleu.com.
"The girls love this because now
their families can stay at home [...]
and listen in to the games live,"
said Kesterson. "They've been

really supportive."
Sara Bernert
Staff Writer
While the men's basketball team
has long enjoyed extensive radio
coverage, it was only this year that
the women's team received similar treatment. In mid-November,
two graduate students with no
prior experience in broadcasting,
Justin Kesterson and Ben Peterson,
stepped up to fill the void. Their
passion and knowledge for the
world of sports allowed them to
quickly overcome all technical obstacles, and the men now deliver
professional grade commentary for
the women's game.
"We're doing it for the love of
the sport," explained Kesterson.
"We've learned more about ourselves and more about sports in
general by doing this."
The two men were approached
early on in the year by ticket manager Troy Kirby, who asked if they
would be interested in covering
the women's team on the radio.
Although neither of the men had
any prior experience in radio broadcasting or sports announcing, they
agreed to give it a shot.
"We really have to thank the
athletic department itselffor taking
a chance with us," said Peterson.
"We were pretty green coming
into it this year, but [...] we feel
we've gotten better as the season's
gone on."
In addition to their lack of
experience in the broadcasting
field, the men also did not know
each other. Aside from their mutual employment at the athletic
offices and a few courses they had
taken, Peterson and Kesterson
were not close.
"But we both goof off a lot and
so we sort of gelled together right
away," said Kesterson. "We felt
comfortable talking on the radio together and making the commentary

conversation

natural."
The first time the men covered a game was during the
Dave Cox Classic tournament in
mid-November.
"We felt a little pressure the
first time, but we thought there
wouldn't be that many people listening to us," said Kesterson. "We
were wrong about that."
During this first game, goseattleu.com, where their commentaries are streamed live, received
24 clicks.
"Those were probably just
our parents and close friends,"
said Peterson. "Now it has grown
past that."
Their show grew in popularity
as the season went on. As the word
got out to family members and fans
ofthe team that the radio commentary from the games was now available online, the commentators saw
theiraudience rise from 24 clicks to
a high of2,177.
Covering basketball on the radio requires much more than just
talking through the entire game.
Although both Kesterson and
Peterson had a solid knowledge of
the sport and its rules, they soon
found that the job demanded colorful imagery for their audience,
the memorization of names, background knowledge on the teams
and much more.
"Radio broadcasting is something you have to adapt to. Unlike
games covered on TV, here you
have to explain a game to someone
who has no visual reference to what
you're saying," said Kesterson.
To make this intense job a little
easier, the men have created roles
for themselves.
"I try to give the listeners a
play by play overview of what they
would be seeing, what's going on in
the court," said Peterson.
Kesterson then provides what is
called "color commentary" for the
seem

Kesterson and Peterson have
covered almost all home and away
games this season, except those
which require the team to fly, like
games in Alaska and Hawaii.
"Luckily with the GNAC conference everything is pretty central-

ly located around the Northwest,"
explained Peterson.
With the women's season wrapping up this weekend, Kesterson
and Peterson may consider covering other sports.
"It's up in the air," said Kesterson,
"but maybe we'll do a few softball
games or some soccer later on."
Both said they are very grateful for the opportunity and for all

of the help they received during
the year.
"We'd really like to thank the
coaching staff: Dan Kriley, Doug
Cocke, Margot Richards, Todd
Kent [...]. Our jobs would be
very difficult without their help,"
said Peterson.
Both Kesterson and Peterson
are enrolled in the masters program for sports administration
and leadership.
Kesterson, originally from West
Virginia, is enjoying his first year
here at Seattle U after receiving his
bachelor's in sports administration
at Marshall University. Peterson was
raised in Denver, Colo, and earned
his bachelor's in Psychology with
a minor in religion at Wesleyan
University in Nebraska. He is nearing the end of the two year program and is currently in the job
search process.
"If things work out then there's
a possibility I could come back and
help Justin again," said Peterson
when asked about next year. "If
not, he's going to have to put up a
flyer and start posting applications.
We'll see."

Sara can be reached at
bemerts@seattleu.edu
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Redhawks capsize WWU Vikings 73-56

Upcoming Event

Matthew Martell
Staff Writer

Saturday March 8,

With their playoffposition on the
line, the mens basketball team pulled
off a big win Thursday night against
the Western Washington Vikings,
defeating the team 73-56.
The first half of the game was all
Seattle U, with Ryan Coldren and
Chris Gweth sinking some huge shots
and racking up a 20 point lead over
the Vikings, 39-19.
"We knew we had to step up on
offense," said Coldren.
The teams offense sagged a bit in
the first ten minutes of the second
quarter, but SeatdeUs defense never
let up, keeping a good gap between
them and the Vikings all night long.
"I was impressed that we never
let up on defense," said head coach
Joe Callero. "When I knew we'd
won was when the Vikings got those
nine [points] in the second half,
but our boys just kept up the defense and were making some really

impressive plays."
Seatde U also racked up nine fouls
in just over 10 minutes during the
second half. However, the boys kept
their hands off the Vikings and on
the ball, maintaining their advantage
and widening their margin yet again
in the last 10 minutes of the game.
Seatde U also made the most ofthe
fouls called against the Vikings. The
team sank all but one of their free
throws for an easy 16 points against
Western Washington. Every one of
the boys shone equally that night,

bringing their all against the Vikings
and coming out triumphant.
"It was a team effort today...
thankfully we came together for the
win," said Coldren.
Seatde Us win on Thursday was
a big victory for the team. However,
after falling to Central Washington
on Saturday, 77-72, the teams post
season prospects may have dimmed.
Seattle University, currendy ranked
eighth in the GNAC, needs to win
the rest of their games to have a shot
at the playoffs, as only the top eight
teams in the west region are eligible.
"This is the toughest the leagues
been in a long time," saidColdren on
this years GNAC.
Despite the late-season pressure
and Seattle U's playoff contention,
Callero is confident his team will

Men's basketball vs.
Montana State Billings
7:00 p.m.
Connolly Center

The Box Score
Men's basketball at
Central Washington

L: 72-77 [17-9, 10-7 GNAC]

GNAC Rank: 4th
With the loss SU has to wait for the
California end of season tournament

pull through.
"The key for us is to keep focused
on what's ahead ofus," said Callero.
"You live in the moment."
Living in the moment is the team's
key strategy right now.
"We've actually shortened practice to an hour, and that just makes
it more immediate," said Callero.
The team is presendy awaiting this
week's west region standings. This
week's standing may determine the
future of the 2007-08 season, as there
is only one remaining conference
game, on Saturday versus Montana
State Billings.
Additionally, pressure is also on for
the team due to the upcoming shift to
Division I athletic assignment.
"We hit a point mid-season where

to end before they know whether
or not they will make it into the
play-offs.

Softball at CWU Invite

W:4-3, L 1-5, W: 3-2 [12-1,
0-0 GNAC]
Clara Ganey

The Spectator

Senior forward Ryan Coldren looks for an open lane against a Western
Washington defender on Thursday night at the Connolly Center.

GNAC: Ist
The Softball team defeated Central

our opponents were more aware of
our going D-I," saidCallero. "They've
really been bringing their A-game."
The ante may be upped, but the
team is confident.
"We control our own destiny, and
that's a position every team likes to be

s

in," said Coldren. Callero also noted
thatthe increased competitiveness has
provided the team with an added motivation to perform well.

Matthew can be reached at
martellmOseattleu.edu

Washington and Montana State
Billings but lost to Western Oregon.
The Softball team starts the regular
season this weekend against
Montana State Billings with the best
record in the league.
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editorial
Seattle University is in the process of change. Throughout
the last couple of years, that statement has been made obvious to students over and over again in a number of ways. The
transition to Division I, the hiring of new administrative officials and the unprecedented expansion of the university are
issues that have consumed countless pages in The Spectator
over the last couple of years.
However, there is an evident trend this year that was
not prevalent before. Beginning with the strategic planning process and continuing with the provost selection,
the university has made several important and potentially
campus altering developments transparent and inclusive of
the university community. The strategic planning process in
particular utilized input from all parts of the community
including the students themselves—in formulating decisions. Further, the conclusions reached and the suggestions
of the Strategic Planning Group will likely lead to some of
the most significant courses of action that Seattle University
will pursue in coming years.
Though students have expressed their frustration regarding some of the sweeping changes the university has undertaken and their financial implications, many of these open
forums have been conducted almost completely without
student input. Seattle University has made commendable
efforts to include the voices of all members of the community and yet, when the university has opened the door
for student concerns, perspectives and suggestions, only a
select handful of students have stepped up to the plate and
engaged the process.
The strategic planning process is a perfect example of
this. Student leaders struggled to involve others but couldn't
—

get any buzz started on campus, and scheduled open
forums advertised in literally every building on campus

seemingly all but ignored by the general student body.
Prior to the release of the FYO9 budget, two open forums
were held—forums created to allow members of the community to ask President Sundborg direct questions regarding the
planning process. These were devoid of student
were

participation.

Whether or not the reasons for low student involvement
were based on lack of interest or a scheduling failure so students were unable to attend remains outstanding. However,
given the lack of a vocalization regarding ineffective scheduling, we are inclined to believe that it is in fact the prior.
Many individuals on this campus were, and reasonably
so, discouraged to see undergraduate tuition increases of
7.5 percent for the coming year. Fewer students were truly
concerned with the prospect of the college of arts and sciences canceling 110 classes in the next academic year, and
only a handful of students have been concerned and devoted
enough to the institution to partake in what ultimately
amounts to nothing less than the future of what we will one
day call our alma mater.
Opportunities for input and participation abound at
Seattle University but are not entirely utilized. As active
participants of this institution, we should strive to actively
engage the mediums of involvement that are available to us.
In instances where means of community involvement are
not evident, they should be proposed and, in certain cases,
demanded. While we should certainly not stop looking critically at the university's decisions, we should look first at the
opportunities we're given.

The Spectator editorial board consists of Nicholas Lollini, Lauren Padgett, Chris Kissel, Rose Egge, Sean Towey, JessicaVan Gilder, Michael Fehrenbach, Braden VanDragt,
Joshua Lynch and Hyung-Min Kim. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
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Catholics need to confront their faith
Sean Towey
Sports Editor
Last week, the Pew Forum on
Religion and Public Life released a
survey on religious affiliation. After
interviewing 35,000 American
adults, the Pew Forum found that
Evangelical Protestants now outnumber Catholics in the United
States by about five million members. Though the Catholic Church
has held strong at about 25 percent for decades, the Pew Forum
now puts Catholics at about 23.9

of the population, with
Evangelical Protestants making up
26.3 percent.
Though there have always been
percent

Protestants than Catholics in
the United States, there has never
been a time when a single Protestant
church has had more members than
the Catholic Church until now.
"Catholicism has experienced
the greatest net losses as a result
ofaffiliation changes," said the final report. "While nearly one-inthree Americans were raised in the
Catholic faith, today fewer than
one-in-four describe themselves
as Catholic."
more

And these numbers mask the
severe decline in American-born
Catholics. Almost half of all immigrants in the U.S. are Catholic,
according to the survey.
Also according to the survey, 10
percent ofall Americans are former,
or "recovering," Catholics.
Well, at least this helps explain the lack of people joining
the Jesuits.
With both The New YorkTimes
and The Washington Times writing
articles on the results, the survey has
caused tumult within the Catholic
American community. Adding to
the furor, The Washington Times article was titled, "Catholic Tradition
Fading in U.S."
Rocco Palmo, author behind the
popular Catholic blog "Whispers
in the Loggia," covered the issue
twice. In attempting to explain the
decline in numbers, he quotes Pew
Forum directorLuis Lugo as saying,
"It's not so much disenchantment
with the teachings of the Catholic
Church, but the pull of what they
see in Pentecostalism."
Palmobelieves thatPentecostalism
offers "fire" and "not the angrybreathing-dragon kind either" and

that Catholics should find
their "fire" as well, "or else."
Though Palmo's comments tilt
toward the melodramatic side—it
is unlikely that Catholicism will ever
fade into oblivion in the U.S.—the
Pew Forum's survey allows both
Catholics and non-Catholics alike
to explore the depths of their
spiritual lives.
Every adult should explore the
reasons behind theirfaith and decide
whether it is something they believe
in to the core of their being. People
should have a deep understanding
of their faith that continues to grow
throughout their life.
However, finding your own personal faith life does not mean discarding the faith of your childhood
and youth. The faith you were raised
in should be an option as well.
By looking at the numbers,
Catholics may need to consider this more than those from
other religions.
Committing to the Church is
accepting both the beautiful parts
of the faith and the ugly, both the
Mother Theresa's and the priests
guilty of the sexually abuse of children. It is all part of a rich, colorful
warns

tradition that reaches back nearly
2,000 years.
The Church is not a machine operating outside the control of its parishioners. Catholics can either leave
in frustration or help to improve a
very human effort that is, at its core,
divinely inspired.
It is time for the younger generations to begin influencing the
decisions of the Church. It is up
to younger generations to carefully
decipher the calls of the Holy Spirit
from the calls of the modern media
and lead the Church accordingly.
Perhaps this means looking
more closely at women becoming
priests. Perhaps it means fundamentally changing rhetoric at Parochial
schools across the nation. At any
rate, Catholics need to strongly
consider meeting the challenges of
their faith instead of running away
from them.

Catholicism is not a stagnant
a living, breathing faith,
and has been for a long time. The
faith. It is

fire needed resides within each person sitting in the pews.

Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattleu.edu

Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and emailed to Chris Kissel at kisselc@seattleu.edu. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling,
grammar and style errors.
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'Street of Dreams' up in flames No more alcohol
Rose Egge

Features Editor
Imagine if everyone destroyed
the things that they disagree with.
Catcher in the Rye would be a lot
harder to find, there would be no
Picasso paintings and the twin
towers would not have stood for
as long as they did.
I'm not equating the homes in
Woodinville with J. D. Salinger's
work and I'm certainly not suggesting that burning down three
of them down is on the same level
as ending the lives of the nearly
3,000 people on 9/11, but the
principle is the same. Using destruction as a means to express
your opinion is not acceptable.

We have the right to

express [our opinions]
as long as it is done
peacefully.
If this is all flying over your
head, I'm referring to the burning
of three homes in Woodinville's
Echo Lake neighborhood. The
Earth Liberation Front, a group
of radical environmentalists, is
suspected of torching the three
homes and attempting to destroy
all five. The damage has totaled
$7 million.
A sign was found on the scene
of the arson. In sloppy red letters
it said "Built Green? NOPE Black!
McMansions and R.C.D. s R not

Green," and was signed "ELF."
The "Street of Dreams," a
program that has taken place all
over the country, consisted offive
large homes that had been certified sustainable by the Built Green
Program. While the arsonists were
clearly unsatisfied with the builders' conservation efforts, it's important to note that these homes were
more eco-friendly than those in
recent

years'.

For one, the homes were each
about half the size of previous
homes, which averaged 8,000
to 10,000 square feet. The 43
homes that will eventually go up
in the Echo Lake development
area will also be required to keep
three quarters of their acreage as
open space.
But hey, maybe the arsonists
can make a legitimate argument
against Built Green's practices.
Maybe the homes were not as
eco-friendly as they claimed to
be. If that's so, environmental groups have every right to
take a stand on the issue. They
can write petitions, contact
their local congress member ot
stage a peaceful protest outside

of arson does not come with an asterisk reading "unless you're really
against it." It's because the notion
that you can destroy anything you
disagree with is ridiculous. Such
ideology leads to complete chaos
and has been condemned all over
the world.

Such radical

decision making and

aggressive tactics
will not lead to the

outcomes these
arsonists desire.

When I first started reading the
features articles in this weeks issue
of The Spectator, a lot of the information was redundant—too much
alcohol is bad for anyone, most college students know that. But then I
began to think past the numbers and
started applying some of the information to my daily life and routine.
It all made me realize that, personally, I probably drink too much.
When I looked at the definition
of binge drinking as four or five alcoholic drinks in a sitting, 1 realized it's
probably something I've done every
weekend since I've turned 21—bars,
clubs and parties are all part of an average weekend routine. And frankly,
I know that is not unusual. A lot of
my peers celebrate everything from

birthdays
You may recall hearing about
the Earth Liberation Front in the
news before. The group claimed

responsibility for firebombing the
UWs Urban Horticultural Center
in 2001 after mistakenly assuming
that researchers were genetically
engineering trees. That'sright, not
only didthey destroy public propthe homes.
erty and cause another $7 million
One of the best qualities of in damages, but they were wrong
our country is that, for the most about their reasons for doing so.
Such radical decision making
part, our diverse opinions are welcome. We have the right to express and aggressive tactics will not lead
them—as long as that expression to the outcomes that these arsonis done peacefully. The arsonists ists desire, but instead taint all futhat destroyed these homes in
Wbodinville had multiple opportunities to express their distaste for the properties without
destroying them.
There is a reason why the crime

Lauren Padgett
Managing Editor

ture actions by the mislead groups
create negative outcomes for

to

relationship breakups

with a beer. Or four.
Binge drinking with friends
makes drinking seem normal, a way
to release the stress of a long weekend or make for a fun night on the
town. Being healthy about it means
finding moderation, means knowing
when to stop. But when everyone
around you is getting drunk, it's
hard to not join in.
Why am I reiterating all of this?
Most people already know what alcohol does to them. The dark side
of drinking is often too real for
people our age—many of my close
friends have an alcoholic friend or
family member and may even see

out my own dependency on alcohol.
So, I've decided to take a personal
hiatus from drinkingfor a month, to
detox my body and clear my head. I
think that waking up on a Saturday
morning without a hangover will
feel awesome, as will being alert and
present in social situations, not to
mention the extra money I think I'll
find in my bank account.
At first, I was worried that if I
told my friends I didn't want to drink
anymore, they wouldn't want me
around, or wouldn't feel comfortable
asking me if I wanted to join them.
So far, all of my friends have been
really supportive and have agreed to
help me uphold this promise to myself, which is fantastic. Real friends,
I believe, genuinely want those close
to them to feel happy and successful.
Knowing that I have people in my
life who care about me and want me
to grow is a good feeling.
I'm not saying I will never drink
again or that I disprove of people
who do. I love meeting friends
over a beer, laughing and enjoying the company of others at the
bar. But until I know how it feels
to be sober for an extended period

of time, I

cannot

decide whether

alcohol is a positive thing
in my life and something I can
completely control.
I encourage you, reader, to challenge yourself to something like this
as well. Even if you don't think you
have a problem, test your willpower
when tempted, or maybe only have
one drink. Sobriety, especially duror not

and

alcoholic tendencies in themselves.

ing hectic times like finals week, can

unintended parties.

Questioning your personal substance intake is one thing; changing
it is another.
At this point in my life, I don't
know myself well enough yet to rule

positively affect your health in ways

Rose can be reached at
eggee@seattleu.Kiu

you may not realize.

Lauren can be reached at
padgettl@seattleu.edu

NAFTA protesters overlook important global effects
Lan Adams
Volunteer Writer
Seattle University students are
a conscientious bunch. A person
in trouble is an unknown friend
waiting to be lent a hand. An urge
to intervene, to help and to protect arises from our foundation
of concern for social justice. But
our goals are even wider than that
since the advent of our school's focus on global education and with
the world being our classroom. It's
interesting to contrast these goals
with the fair-trade-centered populist foment sweeping our lawns
and side walks.
The on-campus protest of
NAFTA was a wake up call.
Advocates of fair trade are again
mobilizing. What's more, they
are enlisting support across the
American political spectrum.
Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton
both paint grim pictures of free
trade America. They lament the
loss of the nation's manufacturing
base, sneer at the prospect ofmultilateral trade deals and speak of'patriot companies' who will keep jobs
in the U.S. This talk fuels nativist
paranoia. Public opinion is more
than ever of the view that foreign
trade is bad for American workers and the American economy
as a whole.

Is it possible such folks are
misinformed? Free trade has been
and continues to be the elixir of
international development and
constant growth at home. Where
it goes poverty abates, people are
empowered and political stability
takes root.

Free trade has
been and continues
to be the elixer
of international

development and

constant growth
at home.
In America the manufacturing sector is giving way to an ever
expanding and more dynamic service economy. The jobs lost in one
are being made up in the other.
Multilateral trade deals ensure that
vital goods make it to U.S. shelves
in a prompt and cost efficient
manner that allows Americans to
concentrate their capitol on other
projects.
The notion of a 'patriot

company' is both noble and absurd. It simultaneously deprives
expanding economies of jobs and
ensures that U.S. companies lose
their incentive for dynamic development in the face of ever greater
global competition. In spite of
all of this, politicians predictably
cow-tow to the fair trade position
because of its ill-informed yet eas-

ily digestible vote getting appeal.
The rhetoric of Mr. Obama is

particularly worrying. Last week
he suggested that NAFTA was a
bad deal for the U.S. and that he
would like to renegotiate its terms.
To achieve this he said he will use
the threat ofpulling out ofNAFTA
to bring reluctant Canadians and
Mexicans back to that table.This is
an odd message for the usually silver-tongued Obama to be sending,
particularly if he is so concerned
with bolstering international
opinion of the U.S. This type of

school-yard behavior would cause
international earthquake and
immediately throw the dependability of the U.S. as a trading
partner into doubt. Also belying
an

another important bottom line,
an end to NAFTA would mean
an

immediate end

to

thousands

ofU.S. jobs.

An end to NAFTA
would mean an
end to thousands
of U.S. jobs.
The orthodoxy of free trade is
under fire. It's happening right
here on our campus. Free trade
and globalization have become
pejorative terms associated with

greed and licentious collusion on
incredible scale. To roll back the
growing tide of chauvinism and
nativism politicians must be bold.
The answer is not a politics of
economic fear masquerading as
hope; it is instead a politics of
shared goals and a global economic

interplay.
Granted, that acronym
(SGAGEI) won't sound as good as
a song. But, with the hard-earned
gains of the emerging world in
danger ofbeing lost to fear driven
isolationist zeal, it will sound good
to tens ofmillions ofpeople around
the world in a different way.
If Seattle University students
can accept that the world is our
classroom, is it that big a reach to
have the world be our market? It's
all part of a global education.

Lan can be reached at
adamsil@seattleu.edu

In the article "Students disrupt Albers event: Protesters object to NAFTA speaker at SU," all statements and
actions attributed to Joseph Phillips, dean of the Albers School of Business and Economics, were actually
spoken and performed by Peter Raven, director of international business programs at Albers.
One of the financial aid figures that ran in the feature section was incorrect. The article stated that 33 percent
of student athletes are on financial aid and that 38 percent of students who are not athletes are also on
financial aid. The correct figure is that financial aid pays for 33 percent of a student athlete's tuition, while
financial aid pays for 38 percent of an average student's total tuition.

public
safety

reports
backwords

Bike Theft
Feb. 25, 8:30 a.m.

This week in Seattle University sports

A student reported someone cut
her cable lock and took her bike
from a bike rack.
Auto Prowl
*.

Feb. 25,9:00 p.m.
A student reported someone
broke his passenger vehicle window. After checking the vehicle
nothing was found to be missing.
Auto Prowl

Feb. 26,9:00 p.m.
A student reported someone
broke his passenger vehicle window. After checking the vehicle
the student found $2 in change
missing.
Bike Theft
Feb. 26, 9:00 p.m.
Three students reported thefts
regarding their bikes. Two of the
students had their bikes stolen
and one student had a bike wheel
stolen. One student had their bike
stolen from a bike rack on the
east side of Pigott, one from the
west side of Pigott and one from
the west side of the Administration building.

Jessica Ishmael

Suspicious Behavior
Feb. 26,11:00 p.m.

A student living off campus reported to Public Safety that an
unknown male knocked on her
door asking for money to be able
to stay at an emergency shelter.
The male also claimed to be an
SU janitor, which was not true.
Suspicious Circumstance
March 1, 2:15 am

Jackie Canchola

The Spectator

Public Safetyfound a non-affiliate
male sleeping on a couch in the
lounge of a residence hall. The
male was friend of woman student. The male was moved to a
male student's sleeping room by
RHD.

SUdoku

Medical Assistance
March 1, 2:30 am

A student had a panic attack and
Public Safety along with the Seattle Fire Department settled the
student down.
Medical Assistance
March 1,12:30 p.m.
A student with the flu was evalu-

ated by the Seattle Fire Department and Public Safety. The student was transported to a local
hospital for follow up care. RHD
supported the student.

The Spectator

Isaac Ginsberg

difficulty level: medium
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Jackie Canchola
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1. Sophomore jumper Udoka Odoemene
competes at theLast Chance Indoor
Meet at the University of Washington on
Saturday.
2. Michael Lykins of theSeattle Slam looks
for an open teammate during an exhibition match with Seattle University Rugby
Football Club during halftime of a recent
basketball game.
3. Whitney Ferren, Andre Gougisha, Peter
Albrich and Sam Backus practice early
one morning in preparation for their
upcoming regatta this weekend at
Greenlake.
4. Members of the Seattle Slam pose with
members of the S.U.R.F.C. after the
exhibition murderball match.
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